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Abstract
The augmented cube AQn, proposed by Choudum and Sunitha [S. A. Choudum,
V. Sunitha, Augmented cubes, Networks 40 (2) (2002) 71-84], is a (2n − 1)-regular
(2n − 1)-connected graph (n ≥ 4). This paper determines that the 2-extra connec-
tivity of AQn is 6n − 17 for n ≥ 9 and the 2-extra edge-connectivity is 6n − 9 for
n ≥ 4. That is, for n ≥ 9 (respectively, n ≥ 4), at least 6n−17 vertices (respectively,
6n− 9 edges) of AQn have to be removed to get a disconnected graph that contains
no isolated vertices and isolated edges. When the augmented cube is used to model
the topological structure of a large-scale parallel processing system, these results
can provide more accurate measurements for reliability and fault tolerance of the
system.
Keywords: Combinatorics, Fault-tolerant analysis, Augmented cube, Extra connectivity,
Extra edge-connectivity
1 Introduction
It is well known that the underlying topology of an interconnection network can be mod-
eled by a graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of processors and E is the set of commu-
nication links in the network. For all the graph terminologies and notations not defined
here, we follow [22]. Then we use graphs and networks interchangeably in this paper.
∗The work was supported by NNSF of China (No.11071233 and No.11071223) and ZSDZZZZXK08.
†Corresponding author: xujm@ustc.edu.cn
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A set of vertices (respectively, edges) S of G is called a vertex-cut (respectively,
an edge-cut) if G − S is disconnected. The connectivity κ(G) (respectively, the edge-
connectivity λ(G)) of G is defined as the minimum cardinality of a vertex-cut (respec-
tively, an edge-cut) S. And it is known to all that the connectivity κ(G) and the edge-
connectivity λ(G) are two important parameters to measure reliability and fault tolerance
of the network. These parameters, however, have an obvious deficiency, that is, they tac-
itly assume that all elements in any subset of G can potentially fail at the same time,
which happens almost impossible in practiced applications of networks. In other words,
in the definition of κ(G) and λ(G), absolutely no conditions or restrictions are imposed
either on the set S or on the components of G − S. Consequently, to compensate for
these shortcomings, it seems natural to generalize the classical connectivity by adding
some conditions or restrictions on the set S and the components of G− S.
In [10,11], Esfahanian and Hakimi generalized the notion of connectivity by suggesting
the concept of restricted connectivity in point of view of network applications. A set
S ⊂ V (G) (respectively, F ⊂ E(G)) is called a restricted vertex-set (respectively, edge-set)
if it does not contain the neighbor-set of any vertex in G as its subset. A restricted vertex-
set S (respectively, edge-set F ) is called a restricted vertex-cut (respectively, edge-cut) if
G− S is disconnected. The restricted connectivity κ′(G) (respectively, edge-connectivity
λ′(G)) is the minimum cardinality of a restricted vertex-cut (respectively, edge-cut) in G,
if any, and does not exist otherwise, denoted by +∞.
However, the maximum difficult for computing the restricted connectivity of a graph
G is to check that a vertex-cut does not contain the neighbor-set of any vertex in G as
its subset. Thus, only a little knowledge of results has been known on κ′(G) or λ′(G)
even for particular classes of graphs. For example, Xu and Xu [27] studied the λ′(G) for a
vertex-transitive graph G, Esfahanian [10] determined κ′(Qn) = λ
′(Qn) = 2n− 2 for the
hypercube Qn and n ≥ 3.
To avoid this difficult, one slightly modified the concept of a restricted vertex-set
S by replacing the term “any vertex in G” in the condition by the term “any vertex
in G − S”. We call in this sense the connectivity as the super connectivity, denoted
by κ1(G) for the super connectivity and λ1(G) for the super edge-connectivity (see, for
example, [1, 2, 14, 15, 23]). Clearly, κ1(G) ≤ κ
′(G) and λ1(G) = λ
′(G) if they exist. The
super connectivity of some graphs determined by several authors. For example, for the
hypercube Qn, the twisted cube TQn, the cross cube CQn, the Mo¨bius cube MQn and
the locally twisted cube LTQn, Xu et al [26] showed that their super connectivity and the
super edge-connectivity are all 2n − 2; for the star graph Sn, Hu and Yang [17] proved
that κ1(Sn) = 2n − 4 for n ≥ 3; for the augmented cube AQn, Ma, Liu and Xu [19, 20]
determined κ1(AQn) = 4n− 8 for n ≥ 6 and λ1(AQn) = 4n− 4 for n ≥ 2; for the (n, k)-
star graphs Sn,k, Yang et al. [29] proved that κ1(Sn,k) = n+ k − 3; for the n-dimensional
alternating group graph AGn, Cheng et al. [5] determined κ1(AGn) = 4n− 11 for n ≥ 5.
Observing that every component of G − S contains at least two vertices if S is a
restricted vertex-set of G, Fa`brega and Fiol [12] introduced the h-extra connectivity of G.
A vertex-cut (respectively, an edge-cut) S of G is called an h-vertex-cut (respectively, an h-
edge-cut) if every component of G−S has more than h vertices. The h-extra connectivity
κh(G) (respectively, h-extra edge-connectivity λh(G)) defined as min{|S|: S is an h-vertex-
cut (respectively, h-edge-cut) of G}. Clearly, κ0(G) = κ(G) and λ0(G) = λ(G) for any
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graph G if G is not a complete graph. Thus, as a new measurement for reliability and
fault tolerance of the large-scale parallel processing system, the h-extra connectivity is
more accurate than the classical connectivity and has recently received much attention.
For example, for the hypercube Qn, Xu et al [28, 31] determined κ2(Qn) = 3n − 5 and
λ2(Qn) = 3n − 4 for n ≥ 4; for the folded hypercube FQn, Zhu et al [32] determined
κ2(FQn) = 3n−2 for n ≥ 8 and λ2(FQn) = 3n−1 for n ≥ 5; for the star graph Sn, Wan,
Zhang [21] determined κ2(Sn) = 6(n− 3) for n ≥ 4; for the (n, k)-star graphs Sn,k, Yang
et al. [29] proved that κ2(Sn,k) = n + 2k − 5 for 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 2; Zhang et al. [30] proved
κ2(AGn) = 6n− 18 for n ≥ 5.
In this paper, we study the augmented cube AQn and determine κ2(AQn) = 6n− 17
for n ≥ 9 and λ2(AQn) = 6n− 9 for n ≥ 4.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the structure of
AQn, and some definitions and lemmas. The main results are given in Section 3. Finally,
we conclude our paper in Section 4.
2 Definitions and lemmas
Let n be a positive integer. The n-dimensional augmented cube, denoted by AQn, proposed
by Choudum and Sunitha [6–8], having 2n vertices, each labeled by an n-bit binary string,
that is, V (AQn) = {xnxn−1 · · ·x1 : xi ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, can be defined recursively as
follows.
Definition 2.1 AQ1 is a complete graph K2 with the vertex set {0, 1}. For n ≥ 2,
AQn is obtained by taking two copies of the augmented cube AQn−1, denoted by AQ
0
n−1
and AQ1n−1, where V (AQ
0
n−1) = {0xn−1 . . . x2x1 : xi ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1} and
V (AQ1n−1) = {1xn−1 . . . x2x1 : xi ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1}, and a vertex X = 0xn−1 . . . x2x1
of AQ0n−1 being joined to a vertex Y = 1yn−1 . . . y2y1 of AQ
1
n−1 if and only if either
(i) xi = yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, or
(ii) xi = y¯i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
The graphs shown in Figure 1 are the augmented cubes AQ1, AQ2 and AQ3, respec-
tively.
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Figure 1: Three augmented cubes AQ1, AQ2 and AQ3
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For convenience, we can express the recursive structure of AQn as AQn = L⊙R, where
L = AQ0n−1 and R = AQ
1
n−1. Then we call the edges between L and R crossed edges.
Obviously every vertex is incident to exactly two crossed edges. Let X = xnxn−1 · · ·x1 be
an n-bit binary string. And for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let
Xi = xnxn−1 · · ·xi+1x¯ixi−1 · · ·x1,
Xi = xnxn−1 · · ·xi+1x¯ix¯i−1 · · · x¯1.
Obviously, X1 = X1, (Xi)i = X = (X i)i. According to Definition 2.1, we can directly
obtain a useful characterization of adjacency.
Proposition 2.2 Assume that X = xnxn−1 · · ·x1 and Y = ynyn−1 · · · y1 are two distinct
vertices in AQn. Then X and Y are adjacent if and only if either
i) there exists an integer i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that Y = Xi, or
ii) there exists an integer i (2 ≤ i ≤ n) such that Y = X i.
By Proposition 2.2, an alternative definition of AQn can be stated as follows.
Definition 2.3 The augmented cube AQn of dimension n has 2
n vertices. Each vertex
is labeled by a unique n-bit binary string as its address. Two vertices X and Y are joined
if and only if either
(i) there exists an integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that Y = Xi; in this case, the edge is
called a hypercube edge of dimension i, denoted by XXi, or
(ii) there exists an integer i with 2 ≤ i ≤ n such that Y = X i; in this case, the edge is
called a complement edge of dimension i, denoted by XX i.
Lemma 2.4 (Choudum and Sunitha [8]) AQn is (2n− 1)-regular (2n− 1)-connected for
n ≥ 4, however, κ(AQ3) = 4 for n = 3.
Lemma 2.5 (Ma, Liu and Xu [19,20]) κ1(AQn) = 4n−8 for n ≥ 6 and λ1(AQn) = 4n−4
for n ≥ 2.
Lemma 2.6 Any two adjacent vertices in AQn have either two or four common neighbors
for n ≥ 3.
Proof. Let X and Y be two adjacent vertices in AQn. Then Y is either Xi or X i by
Proposition 2.2. If Y = Xi for some i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, that is, XXi is a hypercube edge
of dimension i, then we have
NAQn(X) ∩NAQn(Xi) =
{
{X2, X2} if i = 1
{Xi, X i−1} if i > 1,
(2.1)
that is, X and Xi have exactly two common neighbors in AQn. If Y = X i for some i with
2 ≤ i ≤ n, that is, XX i is a complement edge of dimension i, then we have
NAQn(X) ∩NAQn(X i) =
{
{Xi, Xi+1, X i−1, X i+1} if 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
{Xn−1, Xn} if i = n.
(2.2)
In this case, X and X i have four common neighbors for 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 while have two
common neighbors for i = n.
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Lemma 2.7 (Ma, Liu and Xu [19]) Any two vertices in AQn have at most four common
neighbors for n ≥ 3.
LetNAQn(T ) = ∪U∈V (T )NAQn(U)\V (T ) and EAQn(T ) = {XY | XY ∈ E(AQn) and X ∈
V (T ), Y ∈ V (AQn) \ V (T )} for any subgraph T of AQn, we have the following conse-
quences.
Lemma 2.8 Let P = (Y,X, Z) be a path of length two in AQn between Y and Z for n ≥
5. Then |NAQn(P )| ≥ 6n− 17 and |NAQn(X) ∩ NAQn(Y ) ∩NAQn(Z)| ≤ 1. Furthermore,
if Z = Xn, we have |NAQn(P )| ≥ 6n− 15.
Proof. According to Proposition 2.2, Y and Z are in NAQn(X) = A ∪ B, where A =
{Xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and B = {Xj | 2 ≤ j ≤ n}. It is clear that A ∩ B = ∅. Consider the
following three cases.
Case 1. {Y, Z} ⊂ A.
In this case, XY and XZ are all hypercube edges of some dimensions i and j, respec-
tively. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Y = Xi, Z = Xj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
By Definition 2.3 and Lemma 2.6, we have
NAQn(X) ∩NAQn(Xi) =
{
{X2, X2} if i = 1
{X i, X i−1} if i > 1,
NAQn(X) ∩NAQn(Xj) = {Xj , Xj−1}
and
NAQn(Xi) ∩NAQn(Xj) =


{X,X2, (X1)3, (X1)3} if i = 1, j = 2, 3
{X i, X, (Xi)i+1, (Xi)i+1} if i > 1, j = i+ 1
{X, (Xi)j} otherwise.
Since AQn is (2n−1)-regular and (2n−1)-connected for n ≥ 5, it is not difficult to check
that
|NAQn(P )| =


6n− 13 if i = 1, j = 2, 3
6n− 13 if i > 1, j = i+ 1
6n− 12 otherwise.
(2.3)
Case 2. {Y, Z} ⊂ B.
In this case, XY and XZ are all complement edges of some dimensions i and j,
respectively. Without loss of generality, assume that Y = X i and Z = Xj for 2 ≤ i <
j ≤ n, then we have
NAQn(X) ∩NAQn(Xi) = {Xi, Xi+1, Xi−1, Xi+1},
NAQn(X) ∩NAQn(Xj) =
{
{Xj , Xj+1, Xj−1, Xj+1} if j < n
{Xn−1, Xn} if j = n
and
NAQn(X i) ∩NAQn(Xj) =


{X,Xi+1} if j = i+ 1, j < n
{X,Xn} if j = i+ 1, j = n
{X,X i+1, (X i)i+2, (Xi)i+2} if j = i+ 2, j < n
{X,Xn−1, (Xn−2)n, (Xn−2)n} if j = i+ 2, j = n
{X, (X i)j} if j ≥ i+ 3, j < n
{X, (X i)n} if j ≥ i+ 3, j = n
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It is easy to compute that
|NAQn(P )| =


6n− 15 ifj = i+ 1, j < n
6n− 13 ifj = i+ 1, j = n
6n− 17 ifj = i+ 2, j < n
6n− 15 ifj = i+ 2, j = n
6n− 16 ifj ≥ i+ 3, j < n
6n− 14 ifj ≥ i+ 3, j = n.
(2.4)
Case 3. Y ∈ A and Z ∈ B.
In this case, XY is a hypercube edge of some dimension i and XZ is a complement
hypercube edge of some dimension j. Assume that Y = Xi, Z = Xj, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 2 ≤
j ≤ n, we have
NAQn(X) ∩NAQn(Xi) =
{
{X2, X2} if i = 1
{X i, Xi−1} if i > 1,
NAQn(X) ∩NAQn(Xj) =
{
{Xj , Xj+1, Xj−1, Xj+1} if j < n
{Xn−1, Xn} if j = n
and
NAQn(Xi)∩NAQn(Xj) =


{X,X2} if i = 1, j = 2
{X,X2, (X1)3, (X1)3} if i = 1, j = 3
{X, (X1)j} if i = 1, 4 ≤ j < n
{X, (X1)n} if i = 1, j = n
{X,X1} if i = j = 2
{X,X i−1, (Xi)i−1, (Xi)i−1} if 3 ≤ i = j ≤ n− 1
{X,Xn−1, (Xn)n−1, (Xn)n−1} if i = j = n
{X,X i, (Xi)i+1, (Xi)i+1} if j = i− 1, 3 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
or j = i+ 1, 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 2
{X,Xn} if j = i− 1, i = n
{X,Xn−1, (Xn−1)n, (Xn−1)n} if j = n, i = n− 1
{X,X i−1, (Xi)i−1, (Xi)i−2} if j = i− 2, i ≥ 4
{X, (Xi)j} if j ≤ i− 3, i ≥ 5
or j ≥ i+ 2, j < n
{X, (Xi)n} if j ≥ i+ 2, j = n.
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We can compute that
|NAQn(P )| =


6n− 13 if i = 1, j = 2
6n− 15 if i = 1, j = 3
6n− 14 if i = 1, 4 ≤ j < n
6n− 12 if i = 1, j = n
6n− 13 if i = j = 2
6n− 15 if 3 ≤ i = j ≤ n− 1
6n− 13 if i = j = n
6n− 15 if j = i− 1, 3 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
or j = i+ 1, 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 2
6n− 13 if j = i− 1, i = n
6n− 13 if j = n, i = n− 1
6n− 15 if j = i− 2, i ≥ 4
6n− 14 if j ≤ i− 3, i ≥ 5
or j ≥ i+ 2, j < n
6n− 12 if j ≥ i+ 2, j = n.
(2.5)
in view of (2.3),(2.4) and (2.5), we derive that |NAQn(P )| ≥ 6n− 17.
From the above, we can easily check that |NAQn(X)∩NAQn(Y )∩NAQn(Z)| ≤ 1 in all
these cases. By (2.4) and (2.5), we have |NAQn(P )| ≥ 6n− 15 if Z = Xn.
The lemma follows.
Lemma 2.9 Let P = (Y,X, Z) be a path of length two in AQn for n ≥ 5. As-
sume that U ∈ NAQn(P ), then |NAQn(U,X, Y, Z)| ≥ 8n − 31. If Z = Xn, we have
|NAQn(U,X, Y, Z)| ≥ 8n− 29.
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, we have |NAQn(P )| ≥ 6n− 17, and |NAQn(P )| ≥ 6n− 15 if
Z = Xn. Since U is a vertex in NAQn(P ), U has at most three neighbors in P
If U has exactly one neighbor in P , by Lemma 2.7 we have |NAQn(U)∩NAQn(X, Y, Z)| ≤
11. In this case we can easily compute that |NAQn(U,X, Y, Z)| ≥ 6n− 17− 1 + 2n− 1−
1 − 11 = 8n − 31, and |NAQn(U,X, Y, Z)| ≥ 6n− 15 − 1 + 2n − 1 − 1 − 11 = 8n − 29 if
Z = Xn.
If U has exactly two neighbors in P , by Lemma 2.7, we have |NAQn(U)∩NAQn(X, Y, Z)| ≤
10. In this case we arrive at |NAQn(U,X, Y, Z)| ≥ 6n−17−1+2n−1−2−10 = 8n−31,
and |NAQn(U,X, Y, Z)| ≥ 6n− 15− 1 + 2n− 1− 2− 10 = 8n− 29 if Z = Xn.
If U has exactly three neighbors in P , by Lemma 2.7, we have |NAQn(U)∩NAQn(X, Y, Z)| ≤
8. Therefore, |NAQn(U,X, Y, Z)| ≥ 6n − 17 − 1 + 2n − 1 − 3 − 8 = 8n − 30, and
|NAQn(U,X, Y, Z)| ≥ 6n− 15− 1 + 2n− 1− 3− 8 = 8n− 28 if Z = Xn.
The lemma follows.
3 Main Results
In this section, we present our main results, that is, we determine the 2-extra connectivity
and the 2-extra edge-connectivity of the augmented cube AQn.
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Theorem 3.1 κ2(AQn) = 6n− 17 for n ≥ 9.
Proof. Take a path P = (X i, X,X i+2) in AQn, where 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 3. Then, by (2.4) in
the proof of Lemma 2.8, |NAQn(P )| = 6n− 17.
Let H = AQn − (P ∪NAQn(P )). Then, for n ≥ 9,
|V (H)| = |V (AQn)| − |V (P )| − |NAQn(P )|
= 2n − 3− (6n− 17)
= 2n − 6n+ 14 > 0,
that is, V (H) 6= ∅. By Lemma 2.7, |NAQn(Y ) ∩ NAQn(P )| ≤ 12 for any Y ∈ V (H) and
|NAQn(e) ∩NAQn(P )| ≤ 24 for any e ∈ E(H). It follows that, for n ≥ 9,
|NAQn(Y ) ∩NAQn(P )| ≤ 12 < 2n− 1 = |NAQn(Y )|, and
|NAQn(e) ∩NAQn(P )| ≤ 24 < 4n− 8 ≤ |NAQn(e)|,
which mean that there is neither isolated vertex nor isolated edge in AQn − NAQn(P ),
and so κ2(AQn) ≤ 6n− 17 for n ≥ 9.
Now we only need to prove κ2(AQn) ≥ 6n− 17 for n ≥ 9.
Suppose that there is a subset S ⊂ V (AQn) with |S| ≤ 6n − 18 such that there is
neither isolated vertex nor isolated edge in AQn − S. We want to deduce a contradiction
by proving that AQn − S is connected.
Let AQn = L⊙R, where L = AQ
0
n−1 and R = AQ
1
n−1. For convenience, let SL = S∩L
and SR = S ∩R. Without loss of generality we may suppose that |SL| ≤ |SR|. Then
|SL| ≤ (6n− 18)/2 = 3n− 9. (3.1)
We prove that AQn − S is connected by two steps. In step 1, we prove that L − SL
is connected in AQn − S. And in step 2, we prove that any vertex in R − SR can be
connected to some vertex in L− SL.
Step 1. L− SL is connected in AQn − S.
In this case, by (3.1) and Lemma 2.5, for n ≥ 9,
|SL| ≤ 3n− 9 < 4n− 12 = κ1(L). (3.2)
If there are no isolated vertices in L− SL, then L− SL is connected by (3.2).
Suppose now that there exist isolated vertices in L − SL. Note that L is (2n − 3)-
regular since L ∼= AQn−1. By Lemma 2.7, any two vertices in L have at most four common
neighbors. To isolate two vertices in L, we have to remove at least 4n − 12 vertices. By
(3.2), there is exactly one isolated vertex, say X in L− SL. Thus
|SL| ≥ |NL(X)| = 2n− 3, (3.3)
and so, |SR| = |S| − |SL| ≤ 6n− 18− (2n− 3) = 4n− 15, that is,
|SR| ≤ 4n− 15. (3.4)
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Let S ′L = SL∪{X}. Then L−S
′
L contains no isolated vertices. By (3.2), |S
′
L| < κ1(L) for
n ≥ 9. Thus, L− S ′L is also connected. We only need to show that X can be connected
to some vertices in L− S ′L via some vertices in R− SR.
By Definition 2.1, X has two neighbors in R, that is, Xn and Xn. By our hypothesis
there are no isolated vertices in AQn −S, then there is at least one in {Xn, Xn} is not in
SR. Without loss of generality, assume that Xn is not in SR. Consider two cases according
as the vertex Xn is in SR or not.
Case 1.1. Xn /∈ SR.
Since Xn and Xn are adjacent in AQn, and XXn is a complement edge of dimension
n, by (2.2), NAQn(Xn) ∩ NAQn(Xn) = {X,Xn−1, (Xn)n−1, (Xn)n−1}, that is, |NR(Xn) ∩
NR(Xn)| = 2. By (3.4), we have
|NR(Xn, Xn)| = 2(2n− 3)− 2− 2 = 4n− 10 > 4n− 15 ≥ |SR|.
Thus |NR(Xn, Xn) \ SR| ≥ 5. Let
Y = {Y i : Y i ∈ NR(Xn, Xn) \ SR}.
Then |Y | ≥ 5. If there is some vertex Y i ∈ Y such that at least one of Y in and Y
i
n is not
SL, then we are done. So assume that both Y
i
n and Y
i
n are in SL for any Y
i ∈ Y . Take
Y 1, Y 2 ∈ Y such that (Xn, Xn, Y
1) (or (Xn, Xn, Y
1)) is a path and Y 2 is adjacent to one
in {Xn, Xn, Y
1}. By Lemma 2.9, we have that
|NR(Xn, Xn, Y
1, Y 2)| ≥ 8(n− 1)− 29 = 8n− 37.
Let
C = NR(Xn, Xn, Y
1, Y 2) ∪ {Xn, Y
1, Y 2}.
Then |C| ≥ 8n−34. Let Ehn = {UUn : U ∈ C}. Noting that all edges in E
h
n are hypercube
edges of dimension n, we have that, for n ≥ 9,
|Ehn| = |C| ≥ 8n− 34 > 6n− 18 ≥ |S|,
which means that there exists an edge, say UUn, in E
h
n such that neither of its two end-
vertices is in S. Since Xn, Xn, Y
1 and Y 2 are all not in S, X can be connected to L−S
′
L
via vertices in R − SR and the edge UUn.
Case 1.2. Xn ∈ SR.
Since there are no isolated edges in AQn − S, we have NR(Xn) \ SR 6= ∅. If there
is some U ∈ NR(Xn) \ SR such that at least one in {Un, Un} is not in SL, then we are
done. So assume that Un and Un are both in SL for any U ∈ NR(Xn) \ SR. Noting that
κ1(R) = 4(n− 1)− 8 and (3.4), we have that
|NR(Xn, U)| ≥ 4n− 12 > 4n− 15 ≥ |SR|,
which implies NR(Xn, U) \ SR 6= ∅. Let
Z = {Z i : Z i ∈ NR(Xn, U) \ SR}.
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Then |Z| ≥ 2. Take Z1, Z2 ∈ Z such that (Xn, U, Z
1) (or (U,Xn, Z
1)) is a path and Z2 is
adjacent to one in {Xn, U, Y
1}. By Lemma 2.9, we have that
|NR(Xn, U, Z
1, Z2)| ≥ 8(n− 1)− 31 = 8n− 39.
Let
D = NR(Xn, U, Z
1, Z2) ∪ {Xn, U, Z
1, Z2}.
Then |D| ≥ 8n − 35. Let Ecn = {AA¯n : A ∈ D}. Noting that all edges in E
c
n are
complement edges of dimension n, we have that, for n ≥ 9,
|Ecn| = |D| ≥ 8n− 35 > 6n− 18.
Hence, there exists an edge, say AA¯n, in E
c
n such that neither of its two end-vertices is
S. Since Xn, U , Z
1 and Z2 are all not in S, X can be connected to L − S
′
L via vertices
in R− SR and the edge AA¯n.
Step 2. Any vertex in R − SR can be connected to some vertex in L− SL.
Let U be any vertex in R− SR. Consider Un and Un, which are neighbors of U in L.
If at least one of Un and Un is not in SL, we are done. So suppose that both Un and Un
are in SL. Consider the neighbor Un−1 of U in R. There are two cases according as Un−1
is in SR or not.
Case 2.1. Un−1 /∈ SR.
Note that UUn−1 is a complement edge of dimension (n− 1) in AQn and
(NAQn(U) ∩NAQn(Un−1)) ∩ L = {Un, Un} ⊆ SL.
Since UUn−1 is not an isolated edge inAQn−S, there exists a vertex V ∈ NR(U, Un−1)\SR.
Then Vn and V n are neighbors of V in L. If at least one of Vn and V n is not in SL, we
are done. So assume that both Vn and V n are in SL. By (2.4) and (2.5) in the proof of
Lemma 2.8, we have that
|NR(U, Un−1, V )| ≥ 6(n− 1)− 15 = 6n− 21. (3.5)
Since
|SL| ≥ |{Un, Un, Vn, V n}| = 4,
we have that
|SR| = |S| − |SL| ≤ 6n− 18− 4 = 6n− 22, (3.6)
By (3.5) and (3.6), we have |NR(U, Un−1, V )| > |SR|, that is,
NR(U, Un−1, V ) \ SR 6= ∅.
If there is some W ∈ NR(U, Un−1, V ) \ SR such that at least one of Wn and W n, which
are two neighbors of W in L, is not in SL, we are done. So assume that both Wn and W n
are in SL for any W ∈ NR(U, Un−1, V ) \ SR. By Lemma 2.9, we have that
|NR(U, Un−1, V,W )| ≥ 8n− 37.
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Let
C ′ = NR(U, Un−1, V,W ) ∪ {U, Un−1, V,W}.
Then |C ′| ≥ 8n − 33. Let E ′n = {AAn : A ∈ C
′}. Noting that all edges in E ′n are
hypercube edges of dimension n, we have that, for n ≥ 9,
|E ′n| = |C
′| ≥ 8n− 33 > 6n− 18.
There exists at least one edge, say AAn, of E
′
n whose two end-vertices both are not in S.
Since U , Un−1, V and W are all not in S, this implies that U can be connected to L−SL.
Case 2.2. Un−1 ∈ SR.
Since U is not an isolated vertex in AQn − S and two neighbors Un and Un of U in
L are both in S, there exists a vertex B ∈ NR(U) \ SR. Then Bn and Bn are neighbors
of B in L. If at least one of Bn and Bn is not in SL, we are done. So assume that both
Bn and Bn are in SL. If Bn−1 /∈ SR, we can obtain a path joining B to some vertex in
L− SL by Case 2.1 by replacing U by B. Therefore assume Bn−1 ∈ SR below.
Since UB is not an isolated edge in AQn−S, there exists a vertex F ∈ NR(U,B)\SR.
Then Fn and F n are two neighbors of F in L. If at least one of Fn and F n is not in SL,
we are done. So suppose that both Fn and F n are in SL. By Lemma 2.8, we have that
|NR(U,B, F )| ≥ 6(n− 1)− 17 = 6n− 23. (3.7)
Since
|SL| ≥ |{Un, Un, Bn, Bn, Fn, F n}| = 6,
we have that
|SR| = |S| − |SL| ≤ 6n− 18− 6 = 6n− 24. (3.8)
Comparing (3.7) with (3.8), we have that NR(U,B, F )\SR 6= ∅. Let Q ∈ NR(U,B, F )\SR.
By Lemma 2.9, we have that
|NR(U,B, F,Q)| ≥ 8n− 39.
Let
C ′′ = NR(U,B, F,Q) ∪ {U,B, F,Q}.
Then |C ′′| ≥ 8n − 35. Let E ′′n = {AAn : A ∈ C
′′}. Noting that all edges in E ′′n are
hypercube edges of dimension n, we have, for n ≥ 9,
|E ′′n| = |C
′′| ≥ 8n− 35 > 6n− 18.
There exists an edge, say AAn, of E
′′
n whose two end-vertices both are not in S. Since U ,
B, F and Q are all not in S, thus U can be connected to L− SL.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
Theorem 3.2 λ2(AQn) = 6n− 9 for n ≥ 4.
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Proof. Let C3 be a cycle of length three in AQn, U be any vertex not in C3, and let e
be any edge e not incident with any vertex in C3. Obviously, any vertex not in C3 can
have at most 3 neighbors in C3. Thus, for n ≥ 4,
|EAQn(U) ∩ EAQn(C3)| ≤ 3 < 2n− 1 = |EAQn(U)|,
and
|EAQn(e) ∩ EAQn(C3)| ≤ 6 < 4n− 4 = |EAQn(e)|.
So, there are no isolated vertices or isolated edges in AQn−EAQn(C3). That is, EAQn(C3)
is a 2-edge-cut of G. It follows that, for n ≥ 4,
λ2(AQn) ≤ EAQn(C3) = 6n− 9.
In the following, we only need to prove that λ2(AQn) ≥ 6n− 9 for n ≥ 4.
Let F be an arbitrary 2-edge-cut in AQn with |F | ≤ 6n − 10 such that there are
neither isolated vertices nor isolated edges in AQn−F . Let FL = F ∩L and FR = F ∩R.
Without loss of generality we may suppose that |FL| ≤ |FR|. Then
|FL| ≤
1
2
(6n− 10) = 3n− 5.
We will deduce a contradiction by proving that AQn − F is connected by two steps. In
step 1, we show that L−FL is connected in AQn−F . In step 2, we show that any vertex
of R can be connected to L in AQn − F .
Step 1. L− FL is connected in AQn − F .
By our hypothesis and Lemma 2.5, for n ≥ 4, we have that
|FL| ≤ 3n− 5 < 4(n− 1)− 4 = λ1(L). (3.9)
Thus, if there are no isolated vertices in L − FL, then L − FL is connected, and so we
are done. In the following discussion, we assume that there exists an isolated vertex X in
L− FL.
Since L is (2n−3)-regular and any two vertices are incident with at most one edge, to
get two isolated vertices in L, we have to remove at least 4n− 7 edges from L. However,
by (3.9), |FL| ≤ 3n − 5 < 4n − 7 for n ≥ 4. This shows that there is just one isolated
vertex X in L− FL. Then by Lemma 2.4, we have
λ(L−X) ≥ κ(L−X) ≥ κ(L)− 1 =
{
4− 1 = 3 if n = 4
2n− 3− 1 = 2n− 4 if n > 4
and
|FL| − |EL(X)| ≤ 3n− 5− (2n− 3) = n− 2,
which implies that |FL| − |EL(X)| < λ(L −X) for n ≥ 4. In other words, the subgraph
H = (L−X)− FL = (L− FL)−X is connected. In the following we only need to prove
that X can be connected to H in AQn−F . Since AQn−F contains no isolated vertices,
at least one of two edges XXn and XXn is not in F . Without loss of generality, we may
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assume that XXn is not F . Consider two cases according as the edge XXn is in F or
not.
Case 1.1. XXn /∈ F .
Note that XnXn−1 and XnXn−1 are edges in AQn, where Xn−1 is in L. If at least one
of the two edges is not in F , we are done. So, we can assume that both the two edges are
in F . We will construct 4n− 8 edge disjoint paths joining X to some vertex in L−X in
the following.
Let
E1 = {XnX
i : XnX
i ∈ ER(Xn)\{XnXn}},
E2 = {XnY
j : XnY
j ∈ ER(Xn)\{XnXn}},
F ′ = F \ (EL(X) ∪ {XnXn−1, XnXn−1}).
Then |E1| = |E2| = 2n− 4, E1 ∩ E2 = ∅, and
|F ′| ≤ 6n− 10− (2n− 3)− 2 = 4n− 9. (3.10)
Let
Pi = (X,Xn, X
i, X in) and Qj = (X,Xn, Y
j, Y jn) (3.11)
be a path joining X to some vertex in L−X , and let
P = {Pi : 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n− 4} ∪ {Qj : 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n− 4}.
Then
|P| = 4n− 8. (3.12)
Since these paths defined in (3.11) are edges disjoint, comparing (3.10) and (3.12), we
have that there exists a path P ∈ P such that E(P )∩F ′ = ∅. Then X can be connected
to a vertex in L.
Case 1.2. XXn ∈ F .
If XnXn−1 /∈ F , we are done. So assume that XnXn−1 ∈ F . Since there are no isolated
edges in AQn − F , we have ER(Xn)− FR 6= ∅.
If XnXn /∈ FR, we can obtain a path joining X via a path to a vertex in L − X by
the 4n− 8 paths P constructed in Case 1.1. Hence, we can assume XnXn ∈ FR below.
We will construct 4n − 9 edge disjoint paths joining X to some vertex in L − X in the
following.
Let XnW ∈ ER(Xn)− FR. Then W 6= Xn.
Let
E ′1 = {WX
i : WX i ∈ ER(W )\{XnW}},
E ′2 = {XnY
j : XnY
j ∈ ER(Xn)\{XnW,XnXn}},
F ∗ = F \ (EL(X) ∪ {XXn, XnXn−1, XnXn}).
Then |E ′1| = 2n− 4, |E
′
2| = 2n− 5 and
|F ∗| ≤ 6n− 10− (2n− 3)− 3 = 4n− 10. (3.13)
Let
P ∗i = (X,Xn,W,X
i, X in) and Q
∗
j = (X,Xn, Y
i, Y jn)) (3.14)
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be a path joining X to some vertex in L−X , and let
P
∗ = {P ∗i : 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n− 4} ∪ {Q
∗
j : 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n− 5}.
Then
|P∗| = 4n− 9. (3.15)
Since these paths defined in (3.14) are edges disjoint, comparing (3.13) and (3.15), there
exists a path P ∗ ∈ P∗ such that E(P ∗) ∩ F ∗ = ∅. This implies that vertex X can be
connected to a vertex in L−X .
Step 2. Any vertex X of R can be connected to L in AQn − F .
Suppose that X is an arbitrary vertex in R, if {XXn, XXn} * F , where Xn and Xn
are both in L, we are done. Thus, assume that {XXn, XXn} ⊆ F . Since there is neither
isolated vertex nor isolated edge in AQn−F , the vertex X lies on a path T of length 2 in
R−FR. Assume V (T ) = {X, Y, Z}. If {Y Yn, Y Y n, ZZn, ZZn} * F , we are done. Hence,
assume that {Y Yn, Y Y n, ZZn, ZZn} ⊆ F in the following.
Let F ∗ = F \ {XXn, XXn, Y Yn, Y Y n, ZZn, ZZn}.
Then
|F ∗| ≤ 6n− 10− 6 = 6n− 16. (3.16)
Note that
|ER(T )| ≥ 3 ∗ (2n− 5) = 6n− 15. (3.17)
By Lemma 2.8, we have |NR(X) ∩ NR(Y ) ∩ NR(Z)| ≤ 1. We will construct edge
disjoint paths joining V (T ) to V (L) according to the following two cases.
Case 2.1 |NR(X) ∩NR(Y ) ∩NR(Z)| = 0.
In this case, each vertex in NR(T ) is incident to at most two edges in ER(T ). Since
every vertex is incident to exactly two crossed edges in AQn, we can construct |ER(T )|
edge disjoint paths P joining V (T ) to V (L) as follows.
For any vertex W i in NR(T ), if W
i is incident to exactly one edge AW i in ER(T )
where A ∈ V (T ), let Pi = (A,W
i,W in); if W
i is incident to exactly two edges AW i and
BW i in ER(T ) where A,B ∈ V (T ), let Pi = (A,W
i,W in) and P
′
i = (B,W
i,W in).
Comparing (3.16) and (3.17), there exists a path P ∈ P such that E(P ) ∩ F ∗ = ∅.
This implies that vertex X can be connected to a vertex in L.
Case 2.2 |NR(X) ∩NR(Y ) ∩NR(Z)| = 1.
In this case, there is a vertex U in NR(T ) incident to exactly three edges in ER(T )
and other vertices in NR(T ) is incident to at most two edges in ER(T ).
Since |FR| ≤ |F
∗|, comparing (3.16) and (3.17), there exists an edge e ∈ ER(T ) \ FR.
Without loss of generality, we may assume e = XW . If {WWn,WW n} * F , where Wn
and W n are both in L, we are done. Thus, assume that {WWn,WW n} ⊆ F .
Let F ′ = F \ {XXn, XXn, Y Yn, Y Y n, ZZn, ZZn,WWn,WW n}.
Then
|F ′| ≤ 6n− 10− 8 = 6n− 18. (3.18)
Since every vertex is incident to exactly two crossed edges in AQn, we can construct
edge disjoint paths P joining V (T ) to V (L) as follows.
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For any vertex W i in NR(T ) \ {W}, if W
i is incident to exactly one edge AW i in
ER(T ) where A ∈ V (T ), let Pi = (A,W
i,W in); if W
i is incident to exactly two edges AW i
and BW i in ER(T ) where A,B ∈ V (T ), let Pi = (A,W
i,W in) and P
′
i = (B,W
i,W in); if
W i = U , let Pi = (Y, U, Un) and P
′
i = (Z, U, Un).
Case 2.2.1 The vertex W is incident to one edge in ER(T ). Hence, we construct at
least |ER(T )| − 2 ≥ 6n − 17 edge disjoint paths P jointing V (T ) to V (L). By (3.18),
there exists a path P ∈ P such that E(P ) ∩ F ′ = ∅. This implies that vertex X can be
connected to a vertex in L.
Case 2.2.2 The vertex W is incident to at least two edges in ER(T ). Hence, we
construct at least |ER(T )| − 3 ≥ 6n− 18 edge disjoint paths P jointing V (T ) to V (L). If
there exists a path P ∈ P such that E(P )∩F ′ = ∅, we are done. Assume E(P )∩F ′ 6= ∅ for
every path in P. By (3.18), the faulty edges F ′ are all in P. Let P = (X,W,Wj, (Wj)n),
where Wj is not in T and WWj * F . Then, P is fault-free. This implies that vertex X
can be connected to a vertex in L.
We proved that AQn − F is connected, which means λ2(AQn) ≥ 6n− 9 for n ≥ 4.
The theorem follows.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we explore two stronger measurement parameters for the reliability and
the tolerance of networks called the 2-extra connectivity κ2(G) and the 2-extra edge-
connectivity λ2(G) of a connected graphG, which not only compensate for some shortcom-
ings but also generalize the classical connectivity κ(G) and the classical edge-connectivity
λ(G), and so can provide more accurate measures for the reliability and the tolerance
of a large-scale parallel processing system. The augmented cube AQn, as an important
variant of the hypercube Qn, has many desirable properties (for more results, see, for
example, [3, 4, 6–9, 13, 16, 18–20, 24, 25]). Here, we have showed that κ2(AQn) = 6n − 17
for n ≥ 9; and λ2(AQn) = 6n − 9 for n ≥ 4. In other words, for n ≥ 9 (respectively,
n ≥ 4), at least 6n−17 vertices (respectively, 6n−9 edges) of AQn have to be removed to
get a disconnected graph that contains no isolated vertices and isolated edges. Compared
with previous results, our results enhance the fault tolerant ability of this kind of network
theoretically.
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